In order to establish the relationship between error sources and the position errors of the polishing robot end-effector, this work has developed a kinematics model with geometric errors of the polishing robot based on product-of-exponential (POE) formulas. The error spinors can be obtained by determining the geometric relationship of error sources, which result in poor positional accuracy of the robot end-effector. The process of positional accuracy analysis was fully carried out by introducing error spinors into the kinematics model to resolve the two problems. According to the geometric tolerances, error spinors were established describing the geometric errors as one of the components in the actual kinematics model. Then, a significant impact on the end-effector position error is provided by the further positional accuracy analysis process to make a precision reference for the proposed optimization program. The results show that the structural errors and transmission errors are the main factors in the robot static positional accuracy, where the structural errors are systematic errors that can be reduced or compensated for by the precision design, and transmission errors can be resolved by the latter calibrate program.
INTRODUCTION
Accuracy and repeatability are key factors for an industrial robot. Repeatability is defined as the precision with which the end-effector is capable to return to a pre-ordered point in the workspace. Currently however, robots can work with high repeatability to the ordered point position, but their positional accuracy is relatively low. The factors affecting the accuracy of industrial robots are a variety of types of errors produced inevitably in the processes for design, machining, and assembly (Piancastelli,2014) . The actual dimension deviations, geometric errors and joint backlashes in the assembly process are the main components in the robot static error (Bennett, D. J. 1991) . Most previous studies have focused on the construction of a kinematic error model to identify all possible kinematic configurations. However, there have been a few studies focusing on the estimates of robot positioning accuracy during the design phase and precision rational allocation for the components according to the technical requirements and processing costs.
On the one hand, theories and technologies for error modeling of industrial robots have matured and improved. Among them, matrix transformation proposed (Huang, Z. 1987) is the most widely used method to establish the relationship between the joints and the end-effector. Wu and Chen (Wu,1984; Chen,1984) used mechanism velocity analysis for static error (Wei et al.,1989) regarded an error as a small displacement vector to develop the robot position error equation. Some authors (Hua et al.,2000) transferred a robot error as the interference of the channel to process information, a model based on information entropy theory. For high-speed, high precision and heavy-duty robots, dynamics error analysis is also essential. M.vokobratovic used dynamics theory and finite element to analyze the error transfer relationship between various components of a robot and achieved good results. On the other hand, studies on precision estimates and accuracy synthesis in the design phase are relatively fewer. At present, research on tolerance design for the parts is currently developed by the dimension chain and the designer's experiences. With the development of computer aided tolerance design technologies, some optimization algorithms have been applied to optimize design and for the distribution of tolerances. Mavroidis et al., (1997) proposed a systematic approach to calculate the robot end-effector position and orientation error. Gong et al., (2000) studied the influence of simulating a geometric error, link flexibility and temperature on the robot's positioning accuracy. Xu et al., (2003) proposed a general kinematics modeling method for the robot structural error analysis. Based on a linear relationship between output errors and measured parameter errors, J Imoto et al. (2009) proposed an analytical method to estimate output position errors and obtain error evaluation indicators after calibrating to optimize the kinematics calibration conditions. Santolaria et al., (2012) analyzed the uncertainty of calibration results by using circle point analysis in the calibration process of the robot based on the Monte Carlo method. But tolerance analysis technology is still insufficient to meet actual job requirements. The first reason is that no tolerance models can match with alleged error sources, making it unable to be applied to the structural model of the robot. The second reason is instability of tolerance optimization caused by inconsistencies in the assembly process, volume, and tolerance distribution. It is particularly difficult for a complicated mechanism such as a robot to achieve tolerance optimal allocation. This work defines the size and geometric deviations of the robot as a small displacement torsors to join in the kinematic error model with a structural parameter error and joint gap. A variety of geometric tolerance and gap amount is expressed as a torsor form. A significant simulation analytical method has been proposed to obtain the proportion of kinematics parameter errors to the whole robot error. After a general introduction to robot accuracy and the polishing robot's characteristics in Graph 1, kinematic robot modeling based on screw theory is outlined in Graphs 2 and 3. Graph 4 integrates accuracy analysis method into the context of robot design to effectively improve the polishing robot's manufacturing and assembly precision. Simulation of static error significance analysis is shown in Graph 5, which is included in a critical discussion of the results.
SCREW THEORY AND DIMENSION

Screw Theory
Dimentberg analyzed the spatial mechanism by firstly using screw theory. This paper describes the pose error model of the robot and geometric tolerance zones by using a modern screw theory.Firstly, spinor can be defined.
Line vector is a vector of the straight line in space, which can be described as:
where r is an arbitrary point on the line, r is the position vector of corresponding point r, S is the direction of the line, and S 0 is line moment which indicates the position of the straight line.
For two unit vectors S and S 0 in space, transfering the formula results in:S 02 = S 01 + (r 2 − r 1 ) × S, and a unit spinor can be constructed by:
where S is a unit vector representing the direction of the axis of the spinor and axial rotation unit vector,rrepresents any point on the axis of the spinor, and S 0 is a unit vector representint a dual spinor.
Exponential coordinates describing rigid body motion
Introducing spinor motion ξ = ω υ 0 0 , the screw spinor of the series robot is listed in Table 1 .  is a unit direction vector for the joint axis r is the coordinate of a point on the axis of a joint in the base frame Prismatic joint 0 v is an unit direction vector of joint axis
STATIC ERROR MODEL OF THE ROBOT
Ideal kinematics model
According to Tab. 1, a robot manipulator consists of several links usually connected by a single degree of freedom joints , such as a revolute or a prismatic joint. Supposing in the reference coordinate system, the pose of the robot end-effector with respect to the base coordinate system can be described by T B (0), the unit spinor of each joint in the base coordinate system is expressed as $ 1 0 , $ 2 0 , … , $ n 0 , and the robot forward kinematics formulas can be described as the exponential product between the joint spinor and joint variables, namely that:
According to the study [5] , T B (0) is expressed by the exponential product form as:
Equation (4) is expressed as:
where ith is the joint variables. For the revolution joint, it is a joint angle, $ i = ω i r i × ω i ; For a prismatic joint, it is the joint displacement,
Static error modeling
A robot static error mainly consists of one of the following; a structural error (such as a manufacturing error of components or an assembly error of parts), transmission errors (depending on the structure and kinematic pairs), an algorithm error, or control errors.
In the case of omitting the impact of ambient temperature, force and gravity, proper care can be taken with regard to structural errors and transmission errors on the accuracy of the robot end-effector.
A structural error makes the difference between the actual axis of each joint and the theoretical ones, as shown in Figure 1 . According to motion screw theory, structural errors of each joint can be defined as a supposed minimal motion spinor of a generalized joint, which joins in the kinematic equations to establish a relationship between the position and orientation of the robot end-effector and joints with errors.
Figure 1. Error screw of the joint axis
Assuming that the error spinor is a slight joint spinor added on the ideal axis of the revolution joint, its physical quantity is achieved by movingd ei along the common normal line from the ideal axis to the actual axis after rotating θ ei from the ideal axis to the actual ones. Wherein, ω ei is the error spinor axis (i.e., common normal line), θ ei is the twist angle from the ideal axis and the actual axis, and is d ei the vertical distance between the two axes. If the unit error spinor is set as:$ ei = [ ω ei v ei ] T , according to Equation (2) , the error spinor can be shown as:
The unit spinor of the error axis is expressed as:
With joint structures, algorithm errors and control errors, the actual kinematic variables of each joint are not inconsistent with the theoretical value. The larger the rotation angle, the large the rotation errors accumulated,θ i ′ = θ i + ∆θ i . Based on the above two types of errors, the actual kinematic model of the robot is expressed as:
The structural error exp(θ ei $ ei )is computed by equation (6), with the actual joint angle, the actual position and orientation of the robot and static pose error of the robot can be obtained.
ANALYSIS FOR STATIC ERROR OF POLISHING ROBOT
It is necessary to precisely control polishing depth (0.04mm-0.1mm) and polishing range. The group in this study developed the engine insulation mechanical polishing robot using active/passive hybrid control method to achieve compliant intelligence and polishing process automation.
A polishing robot with a PRR structure has a prismatic joint and two revoluving joints. The configuration of the tool center point is determined as the end-effector for a rigid connection between the third joint and the tool coordinate system. In position analysis, a relation between the Cartesian coordinates, i.e., the position of a point on the endeffector and its orientation, and the joint angles, as shown in Fig 2: Figure 2. Kinematic parameters and coordinate systems of the robot joints 
Static position error estimates of the polishing robot
The test of error analysis focused on the positional accuracy of the robot end-effector, since robot's orientation can be controlled by force-position controller. Among the main factors affecting the positional accuracy of the robot end-effector, structural errors, transmission errors, the joint gaps and flexibility of links are serious concerns. For revoling joints, the cumulative amount of joint errors increases with increasing rotation angle. And the straightness error of the linear guide is noticeable due to its structure and length, which is fitted on the prismatic joint. Therefore, addressing errors of the robot related to its body structure is to determine the length error and straightness error of the links, perpendicularity errors of revolving joints and the errors of kinematics parameters as the main error source. The value and limits of its errors are as follows:
Length errors of links: ∆l 1 = ∆l 2 = ∆l 3 = 0.1mm; Rod straightness errors of links: ∆f z1 = ∆f z2 = ∆f z3 = ∅0.1mm; Perpendicularity errors of joints: ∆ω c1 = ∆ω c2 = ∆ω c3 = 0.1°; Kinematics parameter errors of joints: ∆d 1 = 0.1mm, ∆θ 2 = ∆θ 3 = 0.1°; Figure 3 . Error screw analysis of a polishing robot joint Three kinds of errors are manufacturing or assembly errors, which belong to the category of structural errors. Here it is assumed that the various errors of links and joints are uniform distributions, and the form of the joint error is shown in Figure. 3. The length errors and straightness errors of the links are evaluated by a minimum envelope zone, which is integrated into a cylindrical surface with the diameter of ∅0.1mm and a length of 0.1mm. The errors are selected as the limits when the position of the axis of the joints is calculated, determined by d ei = r d 2 + ∆l 2 . A perpendicularity error of the joint axis is the combined result of geometric errors of the parts and joint gaps when installing. The minimum envelop zone is defined as a cylindrical surface, so it only affects the angle of the joint axis, where the angle θ ei ≤ 0.1°. Using the above error in Equation (6), the structural error spinor of the robot can be obtained. The last error to be considered is a transmission error, which affects the end-effector pose by kinematic parameters variables. These two errors are substituted into equation (7) to arrive at the actual end-effector pose. Then, by comparing with the ideal pose, eventually the static error of the position of the end-effector is obtained.
Static error analysis under the prescribe path
According to movement of the robot arms to perform tasks, it must be known that the polishing tool should make contact on the shell in a certain pose, and a certain pressure should be maintained on the surface to prepare for polishing tasks. Object condition is stored in the database as a known condition to accomplish this goal, as shown in Figure  3 . Figure. 4. Path 1 is the line for a large arm moving from starting point A to ending point B. The technique may be a pointto-point control where only reaching the final position is of concern. Path 2 is formed by driving the three joints simultaneously from point B to target point C with PTP control mode. Based on the above parameters and paths, static error simulation for robot kinematics is carried out separately at two paths. Generation of Path 1 depends on the moving of the prismatic joint, and the translation error of this joint is only considered: ∆d 1 = 0.1mm. By joint spinor transformation, position errors of end-effector are shown in Figure 5 . Because the errors by the revolving joints have no influence, and the translation error is defined as uniform distribution, the space distribution of the position error space in Path 1 is a plane. Errors are greater respectively in the direction of X-axis and Y-axis, ∆X 1max = 0.2974mm , ∆Y 1max = 0.0356mmmm caused by structural errors of the parts of the robot and/or assembly errors. The translation errors of this joint are proportional to the distances, but the value is relatively smaller than structural error, wherein the error of Y-axis and Z-axis varies greatly due to the influence from a link length error and a perpendicular error of the joint axis. Path 2 is formed by the common movement of three joints, so the error item should be considered simultaneously. The positions error of its end-effector is shown in Figure 6 . Compared with the first path, the Z-directional system error of the second path becomes larger caused by the deviation of the revolving axis. While the errors zone is much larger than the first path in three directions, where the Z-axis errors rapidly change, ∆Z 2max = 0.8mm.
To determine the reason for this kind of error distribution, the next step is to compare the end-effector position errors, where each individual error source acts on the three directions, respectively.
SIGNIFICANT ANALYSIS FOR STATIC ERROR OF POLISHING ROBOT
Different error sources have different effects on the positional accuracy of the endeffector. In addition to the error sources mentioned above, resolving each device of the robot, algorithm errors and other factors can be considered negligible compared with errors of structural parameters. The influence of the error sources on the end-effector positional accuracy is assumed to be mutualy independ-effectorently. The original error values are set to 1 times, 5 times, and 10 times by running in a different path, and the the error source's impact on the end-effector position is observed to evaluate the significance level of each error source.
In Figure. 8 and Figure. 9, (a), (b) and (c) show respectively the significant impact on the position errors of the robot end-effector in X and Y directions along Path 1 with error sources. The greatest impact factor in X direction is the link length error, whose absolute value accounts for over 87% of total number of errors. And structural error and transmission error accounts for approximately 2.9% and 10.1%, which comprises the total error compensation because of their opposite directions. The end-effector position in Y direction is mainly affected by structural errors, followed by link length errors, and almost not at all affected by transmission errors. Figures.10-12 show the relationship function curves of the position error for Path 2. It can be seen from Fig.10 that the link length error has a significant effect on the endeffector position error in X-axis at the starting position. With increasing the joint angle, the influence of the error sources has stabilized to periodic variables. At the beginning, the link length error is a dominant factor in impacting the positional accuracy of the endeffector. The mean of the structural parameters error changes until it is stabilized with the joint angle, but the direction varies according to the rotational angle. At the final stage of motion, the revolution error increases gradually to be the main factor in the accumulated error of the joints. Figure. 11 shows that the link length error has little effect on the end-effector position error in Y-axis at the starting position. With increasing the joint angle, the end-effector position is affected by changes in the error sources periodically. At the beginning, the link length error and structural error are comprise themain error. With increasing the revolution angle, the influence of the revoluttion error on the end-effector position error becomes significant. The end-effector position error in Z-axis is mainly affected by the structure parameter error and link length error, whose value is ±0.9mm. It must be considered to compensate when the end-effector positional accuracy is calibrated.
According to the analysis above, a significant influence on the end-effector position of the polishing robot comes mainly from the structural error and transmission error. The prismatic error is produced during movement of the guide rail that makes the error weaken, resulting in high accuracy. It is the main impact factor of positional accuracy in the X direction. The Revolution error is generated by the revolving joints that makes the position error curves of the end-effector periodically fluctuate. With the increasing accumulated error, the amplitude of the waves becomes gradually larger. This error can be eliminated in part by robot kinematic calibration.
CONCLUSIONS
Without setting up the local coordinate frame for each joint, the kinematics model of the polishing robot has been developed based on screw theory. By describing the geometric relationship between the error zones, the error spinors of each joint has been modeled and introduced into the kinematic equations. The method is simple and convenient to greatly simplify the analysis process as a statical errors mechanism.
The geometric relationship between errors has been established by fitting the least envelop zone of the error sources. The possible main error sources have been analyzed, and their direction and size have been estimated. The errors can be expressed by setting error distribution and the small displacement torsor. This method rectifies some defects of the traditional DH model that can not reflect the mapping relationship between the error sources and kinematic parameters.
A significant analysis in accuracy was achieved. The error with the greatest impact on the end-effector of the polishing robot is the structural parameter error. Precision requirements for manufacturing and assembly of the polishing robot will be presented effectively to provide the data analysis for precision design, saving design cost and manufacturing costs. 
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